
Graduate Students: Project Reminder

Midpoint due is on Nov. 15 (< 2 weeks from now)

Midpoint presentations on Mon, Nov. 15.

Make progress every day.

Keep a notebook & write as you go, so that you are not writing both 

the report and making the slides at the last minute. 

Connect with me if you are stuck!



CS 295B/CS 395B
Systems for Knowledge 
Discovery

Systems Considerations

of Crowdsourcing Platforms



Dynamo & Daemo:
A story of best intentions



Background: Bernstein CAREER (2014)



Daemo

• Group tried to build a crowdsourced-

crowdsourcing system

• Appealed for input via mailing list

• Designed by workers, social scientists, 

HCI researchers

Short papers + demos only
(no systems papers)



Press: replacement for AMT
• Idea: Amazon nonresponsive

• Solution: build a new system

• Challenge: buy-in

• Open source

• Appears to link AMT

• Details?



Daemo: defunct



Why?

• Feb 13, 2015 – Silberman warns about 

pitfalls

• Feb 20, 2015 – Bernstein responds, involves 

workers

• 2016 – Daemo launches

• 2017 – Daemo gets press



Why?
• Also 2017: workers respond to press

• Issues:

• Lack of worker recognition

• Misrepresentation of stakeholders in 

media

• Alleged gatekeeping 

• Misaligned goals and values

Specific issues arise due to incentives of work 

vs. research



Specific complaints 
are really complaints 

about academia.

What’s going on here?



Academic model vs. client model

Academic model:

• Asymmetric hierarchy 

• Transient

• Discretionary 

Client model:

• Symmetric marketplace

• Long-term stability

• Necessary



Exercise: What would a client model look like?



Most crowdwork is HCI
• Few systems-level approaches

• Some recent gestures in this direction 

(CSCW2021)







Some HCI is social science

• Most qualitative social-science-y paper we 

will have read so far

• Two big ideas (why I chose this paper):

• Computing is broad

• Implications from this work for system

design (relational)



Exercise Proposal

Try to design a crowdwork system from a systems perspective.

Typical Stakeholders: Platform, Requesters, Workers

Daemo: both platform designers and requesters

• Process of social contract design was itself research

• Always from the requesters’ perspective

• What if we invert the process?



Take the THE approach*

Problem: treating AMT as opaque + 

assumptions

All problem solving has been holistic about 

the system, component-wise about people

Instead: holistic about people, component-

wise about system

* In a previous lecture, I referred to Multics but actually meant the THE 
system



Proposal: High level

1. Enumerate required software components

2. Enumerate properties software components must have

3. Discuss implementation logistics

4. Compare against known issues without software solutions



Walk through what interaction with the system looks like, 
from a worker’s perspective



Walk through what interaction with the system looks like, 
from a requester’s perspective



Some possible components of a crowdwork system
• Identity & reputation management (both workers and requesters)

• HIT server/display (how available HITs are displayed)

• HIT bidding/claiming (how workers select jobs)

• HIT flaw reporting system

• Appeals system for rejected HITs 

• Requester training/qualifications

• System-side estimates of return (ML cuts both ways!), ski rental problem

• Explicit support for collaboration



Proposal: High level

1. Enumerate required software components

2. Enumerate properties software components must have

3. Discuss implementation logistics

4. Compare against known issues without software solutions



Assertions and contracts

• Assertions: dynamic (as opposed to static) checks

• Preconditions (expects): assert s.t. is true before executing a block

• Postconditions (ensures): assert s.t. is true after executing a block

• Static analysis: “contracts,” Hoare logic ({P: expects} C {Q: ensures})



What properties must these components have?
(in the model of {P} C {Q})



Some possible properties

• Fariness properties of HIT display (both worker and requester perspectives)

• No cross-origin collusion

• Bound the information content of a HIT (atomicity of a task)

• HITs do not leak information about workers

• Target flow of tasks (juice/throttle?)



Proposal: High level

1. Enumerate required software components

2. Enumerate properties software components much have

3. Discuss implementation logistics

4. Compare against known issues without software solutions



Which pieces happen server-side? Client-side?

Which components communicate with each other?

Which pieces are automated vs. human-in-the-loop?

Which pieces are pluggable/swappable and from whose 
perspective? Platform only? Worker? Requester?



Did we consider all of these?

Are experiments a 
superset of possible 

tasks?



Proposal: High level

1. Enumerate required software components

2. Enumerate properties software components much have

3. Discuss implementation logistics

4. Compare against known issues without software solutions



Known worker concerns: McInnis et al.

Flaws in task or interface design 

Unclear evaluation criteria 

Unresponsive, arbitrary resolution of rejections 

Lack of information on Requesters 

Inexperienced and Unfamiliar Requesters 

Tasks with poor return 

Prioritizing efficiency over quality 

Thematically: working 
conditions vis-à-vis pay 

and uncertainty



Known requester concerns

Difallah et al.

• Population skew of workers

Barowy et al.

• Random respondents

Tosch and Berger

• Inattentive respondents

Thematically: cost of 
unusable data



Concluding notes



Responsible testing

• Simulation-based

• Model collective behavior

• Treat as an iterative process

• Transparency reports

• Paradigm shift: platform views workers & requesters as beta-testers for 

platform



Why crowdsourcing matters

Yes, it powers many data-driven applications

But also:

1. Technical + societal microcosm of the future of data+infrastructure

2. Cautionary tale of CS (and academic) hubris

3. Many core computer science problems not currently addressed as such


